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Abstract

The Netherlands, like other Western countries, is a growing market for halal food products, that is, food products that comply with Islamic food laws. Halal food is becoming more visible as Dutch supermarkets, hospitals and schools decide to include halal food in their supply. This development has been criticised by animal protectionists and people who fear the ‘Islamisation’ of Dutch society. In this article, the regulation of halal food in the Netherlands is compared to the regulation of kosher food in the Netherlands and the United States. I will analyse the division of roles between state actors, the food industry, certification agencies and religious authorities in these regulatory arrangements. Contrary to expectation, the regulatory arrangements are rather state-centred in several US states (liberal market economy), whereas the Dutch corporatist welfare state plays a limited role by allowing religious slaughter and leaving the issue of halal and kosher certification entirely to commercial and religious organisations.

1 The Developing Supply of Halal Foods

In 2006, the Dutch supermarket chain Albert Heijn introduced halal meat products in some of its shops to better serve Muslim customers. Immediately, animal rights organisations protested strongly against the selling of meat from animals that had been slaughtered without being stunned first. They also pointed out that non-Muslim customers might unknowingly buy this meat and launched a campaign to remove it from the supermarket.1 In response, Albert Heijn switched to another halal certification scheme that allows reversible electrical stunning prior to the killing of the animal.2 This resulted in protests and warnings from Muslims not to eat this halal meat because it was not really halal.3 On the other hand, a complaint was filed with the Dutch Advertising Standards Authority against Albert Heijn for making an unjust claim that its halal meat was kind to animals.4

The above case shows that halal food, and religious slaughter in particular, is a contentious subject in the Netherlands that involves complicated issues such as the substance of the religious requirements for halal food, the reliability of halal certificates, animal welfare in religious slaughter and the role of public authorities in relation to halal food.

Within the wider subject of food regulation, the regulation of halal food – food that is permitted for faithful Muslims because it is in accordance with Islamic dietary laws – is particularly interesting. Because of the obvious parallels, this article compares the regulation of halal food to the regulation of kosher food. The objective of this article
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is to analyse the division of roles between state actors, the food industry, certification agencies and religious authorities in regulatory arrangements connected with halal and kosher food in the Netherlands and the United States.

The article starts with a brief introduction to the issue of halal and kosher food and its regulation. Both the Netherlands and the United States have special arrangements for religious slaughter and the labelling of halal and kosher food. The next sections deal with the regulation of halal and kosher food in the Netherlands and the United States, relying on a review of literature and internet sources. The subsequent sections describe the system of kosher certification in the Netherlands, halal certification in the Netherlands, the regulation of religious slaughter in the Netherlands, the regulation of kosher food in the United States and the regulation of religious slaughter in the United States. The next section compares the regulation in the Netherlands with the regulation in the United States. The final section searches for an explanation for the different position of the Dutch and US public authorities on the regulation of halal and kosher food.

2 Regulating Halal and Kosher Food

In addition to Islam, many other religions also forbid certain foods or have specific requirements related to food. There are Jewish, Islamic, Hindu and Buddha dietary laws. Food has always been the subject of taboos and obligations. Which food we prefer and what we consider fit for (human) consumption differs depending on the place and time we live and the faith we adhere to. Religious dietary laws are important to observant Jewish and Muslim populations, although not all the faithful comply with the religious dietary laws.

Islamic dietary laws determine which foods are permitted for Muslims. Halal means permitted, whereas haram means prohibited. Several foods are considered harmful for humans to consume and are forbidden. This is expressed by the prohibition of the consumption of pork, blood, alcohol, carrion and meat that has not been slaughtered according to Islamic prescriptions. Meat is the most strictly regulated food. The animal (of a permitted species) must be slaughtered by a sane adult Muslim by cutting the throat quickly with a sharp knife. The name of Allah must be invoked while cutting. The question whether stunning is allowed remains an issue of debate, both within and beyond the Muslim community. The rules for foods that are not explicitly prohibited by the Quran may be interpreted differently by various scholars.5

Jewish dietary laws (kashrut) determine which foods are fit for consumption by observant Jews (kosher). It is a complex and extensive system with many detailed prescriptions concerning the production, preparation and consumption of food. The prescriptions are laid down in Jewish biblical and rabbinical sources. Kosher laws deal predominantly with three issues: prohibited foods (e.g. pork, shellfish and rabbit), prescriptions for religious slaughter (shechita) and the prohibition on preparing and consuming dairy products and meat together. In addition, there are numerous prescriptions dealing with special issues such as wine and grape juice, cooking equipment and Passover. Ruminants and fowl must be slaughtered by a specially trained religious slaughterer (shochet) using a special knife. Prior to the slaughter, the shochet makes a blessing. The animal is not stunned. Slaughtered animals are inspected for visible defects by rabbinically trained inspectors, particularly the lungs. Red meat and poultry have to be soaked and salted to remove all the blood. Any ingredients derived from animal sources are generally prohibited because of the difficulty of obtaining them from kosher animals. The prohibition of mixing milk and meat requires that the processing and handling of all materials and products fall into one of three categories: meat, dairy

or neutral (pareve). To assure the complete separation of milk and meat, all equipment must belong to a specific category. After eating meat, one has to wait 3 to 6 hours before eating dairy. There is some disagreement over what constitutes kosher between the Orthodox, Conservative and Reform Jewish schools of thought.\(^6\)

It cannot be visibly determined whether food is halal or kosher (as with other credence quality attributes relating to organic food and fair-trade products). So, how does a consumer know which food is halal or kosher? There are basically three options:

- buying from someone of known reputation (e.g. an Islamic butcher);
- asking a religious leader which foods are permitted; or
- buying foods with a halal or kosher label.

In traditional societies, a combination of the first two options is often applied. People living in a religious community that runs all political, economic and communal matters internally rely on religious leaders and food suppliers of known reputation. In bygone days, this applied to many European Jewish communities, for whom the chief rabbi was often the final authority in kashrut supervision.\(^7\) In the 1930s in the Netherlands, only a few food manufacturers were under rabbinical supervision as most foods were prepared in the home.\(^8\)

Due to the increase in industrially manufactured foods and the growing geographical distance between production and consumption (internationalisation of the food market), reliance on local suppliers and religious leaders is often no longer sufficient. Traditional local arrangements are also disrupted by migration. Nowadays, consumers who seek kosher or halal foods are dependent on a label or trademark that identifies a product as kosher or halal. The consumer has to trust the source and message of the communication. These developments have resulted in a large number of kosher certified products in US supermarkets and a growing number of halal labelled or certified products in Western European supermarkets.

The growth of halal certification in the Netherlands fits into a general pattern of growing third-party certification and other regulatory arrangements involving a mix of private and public actors. Food safety regulation currently involves a large number of public and private organisations with complementary, overlapping or competing roles.\(^9\) The relations between public and private actors in food regulation are varied and complex and form an interesting field of study. In some cases, private regulation is largely independent from public regulation (such as the Marine Stewardship Council label for sustainable fish); in other cases, private regulation is encouraged or enforced by governmental actors (such as many industrial hygiene codes).\(^10\)
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Most private regulatory arrangements are nonetheless deeply intertwined with governmental and intergovernmental regulatory structures. Food products and producers are subject to multiple regulatory arrangements. At least some of them will be public in most cases. In this respect, the halal/kosher certification system in the Netherlands appears to be rather exceptional, since governmental and intergovernmental regulators are largely absent. Governmental regulation does not encompass kosher and halal labelling and certification. It only includes prescriptions for and oversight of (religious) slaughter and general food regulations. To the general issues involved in the relation between private and public actors, the case of halal and kosher food regulation adds freedom of religion and the responsibilities of the state vis-à-vis the autonomy of religious communities.

Comparison with the United States is particularly interesting. Like the Netherlands, the United States is not an Islamic or Jewish country. Unlike the Netherlands, however, the United States is characterised by an extensive kosher certification industry and an important role for legislators, governmental enforcement agencies and courts in kosher labelling.

In this article, I will analyse the division of roles between state actors, the food industry, certification agencies and religious authorities in regulatory arrangements connected with halal and kosher foods in the Netherlands and the United States.

3 Kosher Certification in the Netherlands

The Second World War decimated the Jewish community in the Netherlands. A large proportion of the current community are non-observant or observe kashrut partially by abstaining from pork and shellfish or not drinking milk with a meat meal. According to a rough estimate of the Chief Rabbinate of Holland, only 300-400 households keep a kosher kitchen nowadays. Kosher food has not been the subject of public debate in recent years. However, slaughter without prior stunning, including slaughter in accordance with Jewish dietary laws, has come up for discussion.

Since 1945, the Chief Rabbinate of Holland has been the Dutch kosher certifying agency for ingredients, semi-finished products and end products. Kosher shops and restaurants are under the supervision of local rabbinites such as the Rabbinate of Amsterdam or the Rabbinate of The Hague.

Kosher certification is particularly important for exporting foods and ingredients to Israel and the United States (as the local Dutch need for kosher products is too small to legitimise certification). The Chief Rabbinate of Holland issues kosher certificates for a single product or several products or a certificate for the whole production process. The procedure starts with a food producer applying for kosher certification. After receiving the application a supervisor visits the location to judge whether the plant or production can be certified kosher.

The Jewish dietary norms and requirements for certification do not appear in a written document of the Chief Rabbinate of Holland. The Chief Rabbinate applies Jewish laws as laid down in the Old Testament (notably Leviticus and Deuteronomy) and rabbinical directives and interpretations. After rabbinical approval of the ingredients and the equipment, the Chief Rabbinate regularly supervises the production site. Products and plants under the supervision of the Chief Rabbinate of Holland may use a seal of approval (hechsher) stating ‘onder toezicht van het Opperrabbinaat voor Nederland’ (‘under supervision of the Chief Rabbinate of Holland’) around Hebrew text. This seal is a protected hallmark. The producer pays an hourly rate for the supervision and a fee for the certificates. The frequency of supervision visits depends on the hazards involved in the particular product and plant. Thus, a Jewish butcher is supervised on a daily basis,
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while a kosher plant that only produces kosher foods receives a year letter. Most plants produce both kosher and non-kosher foods; these plants are visited more frequently (e.g. monthly) and every product needs a kosher certificate.

Every year, the Chief Rabbinate publishes a kashrut list containing products generally available in Dutch supermarkets that are permitted for Jews to eat. The listed products are not produced under the supervision of the Chief Rabbinate and do not have a kosher certificate. Instead, the Chief Rabbinate investigated the product and decided that it is permitted for Jews (though with a lower kosher standard). A list of forbidden E-numbers for food additives is also included. The list is published to assist Jews living far from kosher shops. In the Netherlands and other European countries, the principal method of rabbinical approval is via a kosher list published by local or national Jewish authorities, and Jewish consumers rely heavily on these authorities, such as the Chief Rabbinate.

4 Halal Certification in the Netherlands

The domestic market for halal foods in the Netherlands is more sizeable than the kosher market. In the Netherlands, the influx of migrants has resulted in a growing number of Muslims. It is estimated that in 2006 about 5% of the population in the Netherlands was Muslim (837,000 persons). This has only recently become visible in supermarkets, shops, hospital and corporate cafeterias, where halal products are being introduced. In the media and in the Dutch parliament, some persons and organisations have objected to this development as unwelcome Islamisation. Religious slaughter has also been criticised from the perspective of animal welfare.

Van Waarden and Van Dalen distinguish between the ‘official’ and ‘international’ halal market and the local ‘uncle and auntie’ market. The official market includes large-scale exporting companies, large supermarket chains and certification agencies. The ‘uncle and auntie’ market is a local market based on trust in the local butcher and grocery store of the same social and ethnic group. The domestic halal market in the Netherlands is still dominated by this local market.

Unlike kosher certification, there is not one single halal certifier in the Netherlands. There are about 30-40 different halal certificates. These include larger, official certifying bodies (such as the Halal Feed and Food Inspection Authority, Halal Quality Control, Halal Correct and the Halal Audit Company), small – often individual – certifiers (imams), self-certifiers (businesses that label their brand or shop as halal, such as Mekkafoods) and the international certification bodies (such as JAKIM, IFANCA and IHI Alliance). This article does not consider the international certification bodies. Many certifiers operate under the supervision of or are recognised by an Islamic authority such as Majlis Al Ifta, the Association of Dutch imams, JAKIM Jabatan Kemajuan Islam
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Malaysia (Department of Islamic Development Malaysia), Majelis Ulama Indonesia MUI (Indonesia Council of Ulama), the Islamic Board for Fatwa and Research of the Islamic University of Rotterdam, the Al Azhar University of Cairo or an imam. In the case of some certifiers, it is unclear whether they are under religious supervision or recognised by an Islamic authority.

Dutch halal certifying bodies are not recognised by the Dutch Council of Accreditation and most of them would not qualify for accreditation because a written document containing all requirements for certification is not available. Some halal hallmarks are legally protected by civil law, as is unauthorised use of the Halal Feed and Food Inspection Authority logo, which is protected by international copyright law.22

5 Religious Slaughter in the Netherlands

Specific requirements for religious slaughter are included in both Jewish and Islamic dietary law. Orthodox Jewish communities and some Islamic communities do not accept that animals are stunned before slaughtering. In the Netherlands, slaughtering animals without prior stunning is prohibited, as in all European Union countries.23 Since the adoption of the first Dutch laws prohibiting slaughtering without prior stunning in 1922, an exception has been made for Jewish slaughter. Since 1996, a similar exception has been made for Islamic slaughter.24 Religious slaughter is legally defined as slaughter of animals without prior stunning taking place according to Jewish or Islamic rite. Slaughter according to Islamic or Jewish rite can only take place in authorised slaughterhouses after notifying the Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (VWA) in advance.25 More detailed requirements are laid down in a special Regulation on Religious Slaughter. These requirements include the avoidance of suffering, instructions for the handling and restraining of animals and slaughter techniques.26 Veterinarians of the VWA supervise religious slaughter, and non-compliance with the above-mentioned requirements may result in a warning, a fine or the stoppage of slaughtering. This supervision does not include compliance with religious laws.

With its specific provisions for religious slaughter, Dutch law implicitly assumes that religious slaughter equals slaughter without prior stunning. In the Netherlands, religious slaughter is disputed. The current wave of criticism comes from three sides. First of all, animal rights organisations object to the inhumane and painful treatment of

21 There are two Dutch bodies on the list of approved foreign halal certification bodies of MUI: Halal Feed and Food Inspection Authority and Total Quality Halal Correct, see: <http://www.mui.or.id> (last visited 13 July 2010). These halal certifiers are also on the list of approved foreign halal certification bodies of MUI, see: <http://www.jakim.com.my> (last visited 13 July 2010). The Control Office of Halal Slaughtering also appears on the list of approved foreign halal certification bodies of MUI: Halal Feed and Food Inspection Authority logo, which is protected by international copyright law.
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animals. Some of these organisations want an official ban on religious slaughter, while others are trying to convince Islamic and Jewish organisations to accept some form of reversible stunning. Secondly, some right wing politicians and political organisations object to the growing Islamisation of Dutch society. These Islamophobic critics perceive religious slaughter as a clear sign of the intrusion of Islamic norms and the unwanted permissiveness of the left-wing elite. Finally, veterinarian organisations in the Netherlands and Europe advocate obligatory stunning prior to slaughter. They argue that scientists agree that slaughter without prior stunning causes unnecessary pain and suffering for the animals. The Federation of Veterinarians of Europe is of the opinion that the practice of slaughtering animals without prior stunning is unacceptable under any circumstances. Dutch veterinarians point to an ethical dilemma for veterinarians who have to supervise religious slaughter. They see religious beliefs as dynamic and as allowing change in order to improve animal welfare. As long as slaughter without prior stunning is allowed under national or European legislation, the veterinarians recommend stipulating specific minimum requirements.

At the end of 2007, a motion in favour of a prohibition on slaughter without prior stunning was rejected by the Dutch parliament. Almost half the votes (68 of the 150 votes) were in favour of such a prohibition. Freedom of religion was the most common reason for opposing the motion.

The pending proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the provision of food information to consumers includes a provision that meat and meat products derived from animals that have not been stunned prior to slaughter (i.e. have been ritually slaughtered) should be labelled as such (‘Meat from slaughter without stunning’). This amendment was adopted by the European Parliament at first reading on 16 June 2010 (326 votes in favour, 270 against and 68 abstentions). The objective of the provision of food information is to provide a basis for informed choices and safe use of food. The position of the Council on this draft regulation is planned for December 2010. No quick agreement is expected within the Council, so the draft legislation is likely to return to the European Parliament for a second reading. Once the legislation is adopted, food businesses will have three to five years to comply with this regulation.

### 6 Regulation of Kosher Food in the United States

In the United States, kosher certification and supervision is quite different from the situation in the Netherlands. The domestic kosher market is extensive. In the Northeast of the United States, nearly half of the products on supermarket shelves are certified kosher. In the United States, kosher food is also bought by many non-Jewish consumers, because they believe it to be healthier, natural and higher-quality food.

The process of kosher supervision is very similar to kosher certification in the Netherlands. A food manufacturer initiates the supervision and certification process (mostly in response to an appeal from consumers or a buyer). The certifier investigates the product, the production process and location based on a contract between certifier and manufacturer. The kosher supervision agency (KSA) will pay a qualified inspector to make continual visits. Sometimes a representative of the KSA is required to be present to monitor during production (e.g. in the case of matzo for Passover).

Unlike in the Netherlands, there are many competing KSAs in the United States. Four KSAs are estimated to certify 90% of kosher products. The largest KSAs are often
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non-profit organisations, such as the Kashruth Division of the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America (OU). The organisations and individuals who supervise and certify kosher food are all Jewish.\(^{32}\) There are over 300 registered kosher symbols used by KSAs in the United States.\(^{33}\) The legal status of these certification marks is that of a protected trademark. Kosher supervision agencies can be divided into three broad categories: the large organisations that dominate supervision of larger food companies, individual rabbis with standards beyond the normative Orthodox standard and individual rabbis who are more ‘lenient’ (e.g. Conservative rabbis).\(^{34}\) Most KSAs do not work with a written document defining general standards for kosher certification.\(^{35}\)

An even more important difference with the Netherlands is the involvement of state law and state enforcement in the United States. Many states have specific laws governing kosher food. Kosher food is a very attractive market, which creates a strong temptation to pass off non-kosher food as kosher. Federal and state governments have enacted laws to protect consumers from this fraud. In 1922, the state of New York passed the first state-wide kosher fraud law to protect consumers from non-kosher food sold as kosher. Many other states followed and issued a kosher fraud statute.\(^{36}\) The Orthodox Union was the main force behind the campaign to enact kosher fraud statutes.\(^{37}\) Most kosher fraud statutes operate in a similar fashion. They generally prohibit the advertisement or sale of food labelled ‘kosher’ unless it conforms to state-defined food preparation and handling requirements. In these laws, kosher is defined as ‘prepared or processed in accordance with orthodox Hebrew religious requirements’ or similar.\(^{38}\) Some of these statutes are part of the state criminal code, while others are part of state codes on public health, food regulation or commerce and trade. The penalty for violating these laws can be fines or even imprisonment.\(^{39}\) Some statutes vest the power to inspect compliance with the law in the attorney general, a commission or a special agency. States such as New York and New Jersey established a Bureau of Kosher Enforcement and employed rabbis to enforce compliance.\(^{40}\) In 2002, the Kosher Law Enforcement Division of the New York Department of Agriculture and Markets conducted 7,500 inspections in New York State to assure consumers that food products offered for sale as Kosher were indeed Kosher.\(^{41}\) The situation may be quite different now, as the division is facing cuts of more than 95% to its current budget for staff and kosher food inspections.\(^{42}\)

Based on his analysis of reputation-based non-legal sanctions, private law remedies and consumer protection laws, Sigman concludes: ‘There is no evidence that state kosher fraud enforcement plays a significant role in preventing willful kosher fraud.’\(^{43}\)

Kosher fraud statutes have been challenged in court for being unconstitutional. At first, the courts upheld the kosher statutes. But from 1992 onwards several courts invalidated kosher statutes for creating excessive state entanglement between church and state and advancing and inhibiting religion.\(^{44}\) Most of these court cases are initiated
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by kosher establishments or kosher certifiers, often after a state inspector had found violations whereas a supervising rabbi or kosher certifier claims that everything is in compliance with the Jewish laws of *kashrut*. Two elements have led the courts to decide that kosher fraud statutes are unconstitutional under the First Amendment: kosher is defined according to Orthodox standards and the relevant state or local governments employed a rabbi as state-appointed official. The court found that the statute required the state to take an official position on the interpretation of Jewish dietary laws and advance the Orthodox definition of kosher. In response to this decision, several states changed their laws into a kosher disclosure statute (e.g. New Jersey, New York and Georgia). For example, the new 2010 Georgia Kosher Food Consumer Protection Act requires that ‘a person who makes a representation regarding kosher food shall prominently and conspicuously display on the premises on which the food is sold, in a location readily visible to the consumer, a completed kosher food disclosure statement…’. A kosher food disclosure statement shall state in the affirmative or negative whether the person operates under rabbinical or other kosher supervision, the name and address of the supervising rabbi, agency or other person and the frequency with which the supervising person visits the establishment. The statement shall state whether the person sells or serves only food represented as kosher, or both kosher and non-kosher food, and whether meat, dairy and *pareve* food is sold or served. The Georgia law covers many other issues on which information has to be disclosed, such as rabbinical or kosher supervision in the slaughterhouse, glatt kosher meat and the use of separate work areas and utensils for kosher and non-kosher food and for kosher meat, kosher dairy and kosher *pareve* food. In the case of violation of this law, the administrator or the court may issue a cease and desist order or a civil penalty.

New York State’s Kosher Law Protection Act 2004 requires producers and distributors of kosher food to ‘have registered with the department the name, current address and telephone number of the person certifying the food as kosher’. Special requirements are included for disclosure of information on the soaking and salting of kosher meat. Only recently, some states also enacted a similar law for halal food. These laws often define halal as ‘prepared under and maintained in strict compliance with the laws and customs of the Islamic religion’ or ‘in accordance with Islamic religious requirements’. ‘Despite the widespread disagreement among and within Islamic “schools of thought” over halal food, various individual states in the United States have attempted to define, by legislative edict, this inherently religious term. The stated purpose behind such legislative definitions of *halal* is to prevent the fraudulent representation of food as being *halal*. The constitutionality of these government-enacted definitions of *halal* is uncertain.’

7 Religious Slaughter in the United States

Religious slaughter is an important part of kosher and halal requirements and needs permanent supervision by certifying agencies or religious authorities. The Humane Methods of Slaughter Act (HMSA) stipulates that the slaughter of animals should be humane. In the Act, two methods are found to be humane:

1) when the animal is rendered insensible to pain by a gunshot or electrical, chemical or other means; or
2) when the slaughter takes place in accordance with the ritual requirements of the Jewish faith or any other religious faith.

Furthermore, the US Code contains the following clause: ‘nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit, abridge, or in any way hinder the religious freedom of any person or group …’.

The inspectorate of the Department of Agriculture (USDA) has only a minimal role in monitoring ritual slaughter. It is required to request written verification of slaughter methods from the religious official who has the authority over the enforcement of religious dietary requirements and to verify that animals are handled in a humane manner prior to the slaughter.

Hodkin argues that if an animal is not stunned prior to slaughter and the kosher slaughter fails, the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act is violated. Hodkin advocates that USDA inspection personnel are well versed in the requirements of Jewish law to guarantee compliance with Humane Methods of Slaughter Act. She reached this conclusion after analysing a scandal about animals treated cruelly in a kosher slaughterhouse (video clips on YouTube and elsewhere generated protest).

8 Comparative Conclusions

In both the Netherlands and the United States, slaughter without prior stunning in accordance with religious requirements is permitted. The US regulations exclude religious slaughter from legal requirements by including a provision in the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act stating that slaughter in accordance with ritual requirements of a religious faith is humane. In the Netherlands, religious slaughter is subjected to more legal requirements, and compliance with these requirements is monitored and enforced by the Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority. These requirements do not extend to halal or kosher claims.

In the Netherlands, the certification of halal and kosher foods is left entirely to private actors. Halal and kosher certification is not regulated by public law, and governmental agencies are not involved in monitoring and enforcing halal and kosher regulations. Halal certification in the Netherlands is dominated by commercial actors, verified by religious authorities. Kosher certification is executed mainly by the Chief Rabbinate of Holland, a religious actor.

In the United States, religious authorities dominate the kosher and halal certification industry. State laws and state enforcement agencies are in place to protect consumers of kosher or halal foods from misrepresentation. The current laws focus on public disclosure of information and trademark protection. Relics of the previous legitimation of Orthodox Jewish standards by state law and institutions can still be found. It is not clear how the new kosher disclosure acts are being enforced. The enforcement of these acts is the subject of new law suits.
In the United States, which is a liberal market economy, one would expect to find minimal governmental interference in the kosher and halal industry. In the Netherlands, which is a corporatist welfare state, one would expect to find a high level of state involvement in the regulation of the kosher and halal industry.

The regulation of religious slaughter is in line with these expectations. In the United States, one finds loose regulation with only minimal requirements providing freedom for (religious) variation. In the Netherlands, one finds more detailed regulations with state inspectors and state veterinarians controlling compliance in slaughterhouses.

However, a comparison of halal and kosher certification in the two countries reveals a different pattern. Contrary to expectations, the regulation of kosher certification is more state-centred in the United States than in the Netherlands. Even after the constitutional challenges to the former kosher fraud statutes, many US states have laws to protect the halal or kosher logo. Several states also have a special kosher enforcement agency to inspect compliance with legal requirements. Conflicts over the interpretation and enforcement of kosher laws have resulted in a substantial amount of case law. Although the role of governmental institutions in regulating the kosher industry has been limited in the past decades, governmental agencies still play a significant role.

By contrast, halal and kosher certification has been left entirely to commercial and religious organisations in the Dutch corporatist welfare state. ‘Halal’ and ‘kosher’ are not legally defined and protected designations. State authorities in the Netherlands do not regard this as their task and avoid getting mixed up in religious matters.

This comparative conclusion raises questions concerning the protection of consumers in the Netherlands and the relationship between state and religion in the United States.

In the Netherlands, public law does not protect consumers from misrepresentation or fraud involving food sold as kosher or halal. Does this result in many stories of deception of Islamic and Jewish consumers? How do kosher and halal certificates succeed in establishing credibility without involvement of the state?

Focus groups of Jewish consumers in Amsterdam and five other European cities revealed that Jewish consumers rely on rabbinical supervision. Most participants said they themselves trusted all kosher certificates, but others only trust known stringent supervisors.54 However, halal consumers in Amsterdam and five other cities questioned the reliability of halal food labels and certificates. They believed that halal labels should be authenticated by trustworthy religious institutions and preferred more traditional and personal networks of supply such as butcher shops. The focus group participants in the Netherlands believed that their food supply chain was trustworthy.55

In 1999, a Muslim woman (of Pakistani origin) bought and consumed a halal veal snack (croquette) in Amsterdam. After she found out that the meat was from animals that had not been religiously slaughtered, she claimed damages against the manager of the snack bar. The manager, a Muslim woman of Moroccan origin, claimed the snack was halal, because it contained no pork. She had put stickers with the word ‘halal’ in Arabic on products not containing pork at the request of some Moroccan youths. The judge in the summary proceedings declined to decide what ‘halal’ meat is. The chain of snack bars did order the manager to remove the ‘halal’ stickers.56 This case illustrates the different interpretations of the concept of ‘halal’ ranging from ‘contains no pork’ to ‘contains no pork and animals are religiously slaughtered without prior stunning and citing the name of Allah’. It also illustrates that it can be hard for an observant Muslim consumer to know what food is allowed and what is not.

Recently, complaints have been reported about ‘unauthorised’ halal certificates and about organisations in the Netherlands and Germany issuing ‘fake halal certificates’.57 Van Waarden and Van Dalen found that all but one of their respondents from halal certifiers in the Netherlands agreed that the Dutch government should play a key role in the development of a national halal certificate in the Netherlands.58 Only the largest halal certifier did not agree, as they already regard themselves as the supreme Dutch halal authority. The Islamic community in the Netherlands is said to have a need for a general halal hallmark, among other things because many products sold as halal are suspected of not really being halal.59

The Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (VWA) is reluctant to become involved in religious matters. They are not involved in controlling whether foods are halal (or kosher) but only monitor and enforce legal requirements (hygiene, mandatory labelling and food safety). The Dutch Ministry of Agriculture has adopted the recommendation of a consumer platform to strive for a single halal certificate in the Netherlands and to define ‘halal’ in law.60

The newly established European Association of Halal Certifiers (AHC-Europe) aims to bring order and unity to the halal food sector in Europe. One of the founders has stated that governments should take the necessary measures to force certifiers to operate in line with the rules defined by AHC-Europe.61

Van Waarden and Van Dalen conclude that governmental cooperation seems to be unavoidable and that a formal registration of the term ‘halal’ is required.62

The kashrut expert rabbi of the Chief Rabbinate of Holland recalls two cases of fraud in which a hechsher (seal of approval) was used without the product being supervised. The first case, involving canned mushrooms that carried the rabbinical hallmark but were produced without rabbinical supervision, was detected by the Israeli authorities. The Chief Rabbinate initiated summary proceedings before a civil court which found it in favour, while the manufacturer had to pay compensation. In the other case, which was settled, a pastry manufacturer agreed to pay the amount claimed by the lawyer. The Chief Rabbinate spokesman noted that it would have been impossible to take legal action against a person who wrongfully describes his product or site as kosher: ‘In the United States, when I say my product or premises are kosher, this should be on solid grounds: which rabbi declared it kosher, is this rabbi recognised and so on. The United States has a high penalty in such cases. Not in the Netherlands. Even calling a ham sandwich kosher is not an offence under Dutch law.’63

The involvement of state law, state enforcement officers and the court system in halal and kosher certification of food is a delicate issue, since it relates to the separation of state and religion and freedom of religion. The principle of the separation of state and religion implies that government should be neutral towards religious matters and not biased in favour of or against a particular faith. Derogating from a general legal provision implies that the situations and actions to which this exemption applies or does not apply need to be defined. Does the exemption only apply to religious slaughter according to Jewish rites or also to slaughter in accordance with Islamic law or other religions? An exemption is based on particular religious requirements. Does it allow slaughter without prior stunning in recognised slaughterhouses or are all Muslims allowed to slaughter an animal for the Feast of the Sacrifice? Dutch law implicitly assumes religious slaughter

58 Van Waarden and Van Dalen, above n. 16.
59 M.J.W. Smits and J. van den Berg, Diversiteitsbeleid:(h)erkennen van meerstemmigheid (2003), at 32.
60 Id., confirmed by telephone on 19 July 2010. No concrete measures have been taken so far. The Ministry of Agriculture expects European regulation on halal certification (or on certification more generally).
62 Van Waarden and Van Dalen, above n. 16.
63 Information from the Chief Rabbinate of Holland provided to the author (9 July 2010).
to be slaughtered without prior stunning. In the United States, as Hodkin points out, state inspectors even have to decide whether slaughter is in compliance with detailed religious requirements when they want to enforce humane slaughter methods in a kosher slaughterhouse. This type of decision is difficult for governments, because it means that they have to intervene in religious matters or to rely on some religious authority to make the decision. This is particularly hard when there is no consensus within the religious community or when it generates resistance in the rest of the society. There is no univocal interpretation of ‘kosher’ within the Jewish community in the United States, and there is no univocal interpretation of ‘halal’ in the Islamic community in either the Netherlands or the United States. So far, Dutch law does not lay down what constitutes ‘halal’ or ‘kosher’ food. Many US states used to have laws that define kosher food according to Orthodox Jewish standards. This has resulted in entanglement between state and religion.

9 Explaining the Different Position of the Government

How to explain the more state-centred regulation in the US compared to the Netherlands? Our findings resemble the findings of Boström and Klintman, who compare standardisation of organic food in the United States and Sweden. The organic food scene in the United States is characterised by many different regulatory schemes, which poses problems for consumers, producers, retailers and importers. The federal US government controls organic food standardisation, framing organic food as a marketing label. In Sweden, a well-reputed non-governmental organisation (KRAV) is allowed to audit organic production and ensure that EU regulations are being followed. Organic food is framed as an eco-label in Sweden. For Boström and Klintman, these different patterns of standardisation reflect traditional political, organisational and regulatory characteristics in the two countries. The open, consensus-building political culture in Sweden makes state and non-state actors willing to communicate, negotiate and search for pragmatic solutions. The political culture in the United States is more polarised, political authorities and organic actors are antagonistic, the general level of trust in the federal government is low and the government is willing to regulate (regulatory culture). In addition, the national organisational structure influences practices and debates. In Sweden, KRAV has an inclusive form of organisation that brings together all interest groups (with members from environmental NGOs, organic farmers’ organisations and organic food manufacturers). Such an inclusive organisational platform is lacking in the United States, which leads to polarised debates. Finally, the regulatory arrangement itself triggers conflict in the US case. The centralisation of the standardisation process leaves no space for an organic movement to set stricter standards of its own, because the federal government sets minimum and maximum requirements. In contrast, KRAV has gained legitimate status within the EU regulatory framework but at the same time also has its own stricter rules.

Can these factors also explain the different patterns in kosher and halal certification in the Netherlands and the United States?

First of all, political culture seems to be important. The debates and law suits on kosher laws and kosher certification in the US case show antagonistic relations between state, religious and commercial actors and also within the Jewish community. As in the case of organic food, governments are also willing to regulate kosher food. Even after the kosher fraud laws were found to be unconstitutional, the existing laws were replaced by new laws and enforcement agencies stayed in place. Consumer rights are particularly important in US political culture, and framing the issue as consumer protection has contributed to successful lobbying for kosher laws.

64 Hodkin, above n. 6.
The traditional consensual political culture in the Netherlands makes the Dutch government reluctant to regulate an industry without consensus among all interested parties, as in the case of halal certification.

Comparative studies on environmental regulation show that the US government and the US public do not trust industry to comply with regulations without strict enforcement, whereas in the Netherlands and other European countries the government and the public do generally trust industry to comply with regulations and act responsibly.\(^{66}\) In this context, industrial self-regulation is supported widely in the Netherlands. However, this does not imply that government takes no part in the regulation of industry. Thus, the Dutch government and the European Union are involved in the certification of organic food, with EU law defining what may be labelled as ‘organic’. In addition, the Dutch Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (VWA) inspects fast food outlets that claim to use healthy frying fat, although this is not a legal requirement but just a voluntary private regulation.\(^{67}\) At the same time, however, the VWA does not inspect the deception of consumers by means of fake-halal certificates due to the lack of a legal requirement to do so. The difference between these two cases is that the use of liquid frying fat is framed as a health issue, whereas halal is framed as a religious issue.

Secondly, national organisational structure also seems to be important in the case of halal and kosher certification. Kosher certification in the Netherlands is dominated by the Chief Rabbinate, which apparently manages to unite all Jewish voices (possible differences of opinion are not voiced externally). The situation in the Netherlands after the Second World War probably facilitated this (only a small Jewish population was left, united against a hostile environment). However, this is not the inclusive form of organisation of KRAV. In the United States, which has experienced Jewish immigration from different countries and lacks the centuries of rabbinical tradition found in Europe, the battles over supervision of Jewish dietary practice and over what is and is not kosher were particularly intense.\(^{68}\)

In the world of halal certification in the Netherlands, a dominant or central organisation is lacking and many competing organisations strive for a share of the market. This is indicative of a situation in which migrants from many different countries with different food and religious traditions are not united in a single association. Initiatives to establish a national halal hallmark have failed so far.

In the United States, Orthodox Jewish organisations have lobbied strongly for the establishment of kosher fraud laws. These laws and their public enforcement are particularly strong in US states with a large and powerful Jewish community (e.g. New Jersey and New York). Only recently, Muslim organisations have also lobbied for halal laws in the United States. To the best of my knowledge, the Jewish community in the Netherlands has not campaigned strongly for state regulation. Muslims in the Netherlands are not a powerful political group, being new migrants with internally mixed opinions. It is only recently that some Muslim organisations have advocated a leading role for the government in halal certification. Kosher food was never perceived as a social problem, and no claims were made on the government to take action. In contrast, halal food is currently associated with several ‘problems’, such as illegal slaughter, animal welfare in religious slaughter and unreliable halal certificates. Religious slaughter has successfully been framed as an animal welfare issue. At the same time, the political climate in the Netherlands is not in favour of Muslim immigrants, and animal rights groups have gained a strong position.


\(^{67}\) The ‘Verantwoord Frituren’ (Responsible Frying) campaign of the Dutch Catering Industry Association and the Public Information Office for Margarine, Fat and Oil. The VWA controls the use of liquid frying fat to protect consumers from deception. See: <http://www.vwa.nl/onderwerpen/levensmiddelen-food/dossier/frituurvet/wat-is-er-geregeld> (last visited 20 July 2010).

\(^{68}\) Epstein and Gung, above n. 7.
The position of religious groups and authorities in the state may also be important. Kosher certification arrangements fit into this pattern. The United States is a more religious country, while the Netherlands is more secular. The traditional system of pillarisation in the Netherlands (which has declined in recent years) implied that every faith had its own service organisations (with public funding) in such fields as broadcasting, hospitals and schools. These pillars were semi-autonomous, and the government was reluctant to interfere in their activities.

Goldstein concludes that a general principle that applied for centuries in the United States was that courts should avoid deciding religious questions. Since 1944, however, this principle has expanded into a seemingly absolute prohibition.69 This shift may have contributed to the court decisions disabling kosher fraud laws as unconstitutional.

Thirdly, the regulatory arrangements around kosher food in the United States have reinforced the powerful position of Orthodox rabbis, excluding rabbis of non-orthodox groups from rabbinical supervision.

In conclusion, the different patterns in the regulation of kosher and halal foods in the United States and the Netherlands can be partly explained by a different division between the state and religion, the powerful Jewish political lobby in the United States in favour of state regulation, framing kosher and halal labelling as a consumer rights issue in the US and as a religious issue in the Netherlands, and the high level of trust in industry and self-regulation in the Netherlands.